
What Clean Energy Jobs?
These Clean Energy Jobs!

Third Quarter 2012 Clean Energy Jobs Roundup

Clean energy continues to contribute to the U.S. economy, breathing new life into domestic
manufacturing and providing high-quality jobs for workers around the country. Since
September 2011, Environmental Entrepreneurs (E2), whose members represent a broad cross-
section of business leaders, has been documenting our nation’s growth in this sector in our
bi-weekly newsletter Clean Energy Jobs News.1 Since our first newsletter, E2 has compiled
nearly 450 separate announcements of new hiring opportunities by companies, cities, and
organizations, showing that America leads the way in energy innovation and creating new
jobs. You can find each newsletter at www.e2.org/cleanjobs.

For more information, please contact Bob Keefe,
Communications Director, Environmental Entrepreneurs (E2)
at bkeefe@e2.org or 202-289-2373.

The economy continued to add clean energy jobs in
the third quarter, but at a lower overall rate than from
past quarters. Inaction by Congress and uncertainty
inWashington is contributing to a decline across the
wind, solar, transportation and other clean energy
sectors.

From July-September 2012, E2 tracked 66 new and
ongoing projects across the United States that will
create new jobs in manufacturing, public
transportation, power generation and energy

efficiency. If all the jobs announced in these projects
come to fruition as expected, as many as 10,819 new
jobs will be created.2

While the third-quarter job creation was significant,
there was a dramatic decline in job announcements
from previous quarters. By comparison, E2 tracked
over 37,000 clean energy job announcements in the
second quarter of this year, and more than 46,000 job
announcements in the first quarter.

INTRODUCTION



POLICY INACTION, POLITICS HURTING
WIND INDUSTRY
Against a backdrop of rising employment in the
overall economy, the decline in clean energy job
growth is attributable to Congress's failure to extend
the Production Tax Credit and uncertainty created by
some campaign proposals to end or dramatically
scale back federal support for renewable energy.

In the wind industry, Congressional inaction on the
PTC has led to numerous project curtailments and
layoff announcements, casting a general pall over the
industry. E2 has noticed this decline, as the number
of wind manufacturing announcements fell to zero
in the third quarter of this year -- down from eight in
the first quarter and two in the second quarter.

There were 14 announcements for wind power
generation projects in the third quarter, but most
involved projects that were being completed or
nearing completion, so that they could be pushed
through before the PTC’s scheduled expiration.3

The drop off in wind energy manufacturing jobs is
consistent with AmericanWind Energy Association
(AWEA) predictions of dramatic job losses in the
industry because of Congress’s failure to renew the
federal PTC, which expires at the end of the year.
AWEA estimates 37,000 Americans could lose their
jobs by next year if Congress does not renew the 2.2
cents per kilowatt-hour tax credit for companies that

produce electricity from wind and other renewable
sources.4 Many of the companies E2 has profiled in
its spotlight section are facing layoffs amid this
policy uncertainty.

Wind power job layoff announcements have already
begun.While E2 does not normally track job layoff
announcements, the growing number of these in the
wind industry warrants special attention. The layoffs
appear linked to politics surrounding the PTC
renewal and the subsequent weak demand in the
global wind industry.

Since January, E2 has tracked at least 20 job layoff
announcements spanning 17 states, totaling a
minimum of 3,240 jobs lost. Eighteen of these
announcements occurred in Q3 2012. A majority of

WIND MANUFACTURING JOBS ANNOUNCED – Q4 2011 THROUGH Q3 2012



these announcements came from wind energy
manufacturers who are experiencing a significant
drop in orders for parts and components.We
anticipate seeing a steady increase in job layoff

announcements frommanufacturers, developers,
and other companies throughout the wind energy
supply chain if Congress lets the PTC expire.

U.S. WIND LAYOFFS ANNOUNCED IN 2012
COMPANY JOBS LOST DETAIL
Vestas Wind Systems - US Headquarters
Portland, OR

Vestas Wind Systems - Tower Mfg Facility
Pueblo, CO

Vestas Wind Systems - Research and Development
Houston, TX, Marlborough, MA, and Louisville, CO

Vestas Wind Systems - Blade Mfg Facility
Brighton, CO

Iberdrola Renewables, LLC - US Headquarters
Portland, OR

NRG Systems, Inc.
Hinesburg, VT

WindLogics Inc. - Company Headquarters
St. Paul, MN

Gamesa - Blade Manufacturing Facility
Ebensburg, PA

Gamesa - Nacelles Assembly Facility
Fairless Hills, PA

DMI Industries - Tower Manufacturing Facility
West Fargo, ND

DMI Industries - Tower Manufacturing Facility
Tulsa, OK

LM Wind Power - Blade Manufacturing Facility
Little Rock, AR

LM Wind Power - Blade Manufacturing Facility
Grand Forks, ND

Clipper Windpower, LLC - Manufacturing Facility
Cedar Rapids, IA

Clipper Windpower, LLC - Other
Carpinteria, CA

Katana Summit - Company HQ and Tower Mfg Facility
Columbus, NE

Katana Summit - Tower Manufacturing Facility
Ephrata, WA

Molded Fiberglass - Composite Component Mfg Fac.
Aberdeen, SD
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Danish wind turbine manufacturer Vestas Wind Systems announced in January
that it was laying off 182 employees at its U.S. headquarters in Portland, OR and
would potentially have to lay off up to 1,600 jobs at its Colorado-based factories
because of uncertainty over the PTC.5 Since then, the company has issued layoff
notices to approximately 90 workers at its Pueblo, CO tower plant, which
currently employs 450 workers, and 110 workers at one of its Brighton, CO
plants.6 In August, the company announced a 20 percent cut, or 800 jobs, in its
total American workforce7 and, in October, the company announced that it will be
closing three primary research and development operations in Houston, TX,
Marlborough, MA, and Louisville, CO, resulting in a reduction of 85 employees.8

Renewable energy developer Iberdrola Renewables, LLC, which employs
approximately 900 workers nationwide, laid off 50 U.S. employees in January.
25 of these employees were based in the company’s Portland, OR office.9

Renewable energy developer NRG Systems laid off 30 employees at its
Hinesburg, VT facility since May because of uncertainty in the wind industry.10

St. Paul, MN-basedWindlogics, which supports major energy developers,
utilities, and traders, cut 10 employees from its 54-person staff because
developers have ceased work on new projects.11

Gamesa has temporarily laid off 165 employees at the company’s facilities in
Bucks and Cambria counties, PA, as of July, including 92 employees at the
Fairless Hills facility where they make wind turbine hubs and 73 employees at
the company’s blade-making factory in Ebensburg. The layoffs are in response
to a decline in orders connected to the uncertainty over PTC.12

Because of uncertainty in the wind industry, Otter Tail Corp. subsidiary DMI
Industries announced in August that it would lay off 380 workers by November,
including 167 at its Tulsa, OK factory and 216 at its West Fargo, ND factory.13

LM Wind Power announced in August that it was cutting 234 workers at its Little
Rock, AR plant, including 80 hourly employees, 14 salaried employees, and 140
temporary workers.14 In late September, the company announced that it would
be laying off more than 300 more employees at its Grand Forks, ND blade
manufacturing facility, including 200 full-time employees, 15 administrative staff,
and 130 temporary workers.15

Clipper Windpower announced in August that it was laying off 174 workers, or
32 percent of its staff, including 76 workers at its Cedar Rapids, IA turbine plant,
bringing the company’s workforce down to 376 from 550. The layoffs were a
result of a slowdown in orders caused by the PTC.16

Katana Summit announced plans in September to close two wind tower
manufacturing plants in Columbus, NE and Ephrata, WA by November if a buyer
can’t be found. The Columbus plant currently employs 214 workers and the
Ephrata plant employs 76.17

Aberdeen, SD-based Molded Fiberglass announced that 92 of its 370
employees, or 25 percent of its workforce, were laid off in September due to a
decrease in wind turbine orders.18

(cont’d)



U.S. WIND LAYOFFS ANNOUNCED IN 2012 (cont’d)
Company Jobs Lost Detail
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Juwi Wind, a national wind energy developer, closed its Cleveland, OH office in
August due to uncertainty around the PTC and a near halt of U.S. wind energy
projects for 2013 and 2014 that it has caused. The office employed 14 people at
its height.19

Walker Component Group, a cable supplier for Vestas Wind systems located in
Denver, CO, laid off 15 workers in late August due to downsizing at Vestas and
other companies affected by the uncertainty around the PTC.20

EDP Renewables North America, LLC, a wind developer based in Houston, cut
its workforce of 266 employees by 10 percent in September due to inaction on
the PTC.21

Siemens Wind Energy announced in September that it will lay off 945 workers,
approximately half of its U.S. wind workforce, because of uncertainty around the
future of the PTC.22 The layoffs will affect 570 workers at Siemens’ Fort
Madison, IA blade manufacturing plant and 256 workers, roughly half the current
workforce, at its Hutchinson, KS blade manufacturing plant.23 Sixty-two
employees at the company’s Orlando, FL headquarters will also be affected by
the layoffs.24 The Fort Madison plant is one of the largest employers in the city.25

TOTAL U.S. WIND LAYOFFS ANNOUNCED BY STATE in 2012

Though fewer than in past quarters, E2 tracked clean
energy job announcements in all regions of the
country, from a 100-employee project inWilmington,
DE, that will generate biofuel from sewage sludge to
a solar canopy and electric vehicle charging station
project at the San Diego Zoo in California that will
create an estimated 35 jobs.

Other notable projects announced in the third
quarter include:

• A biofuels refinery in Sampson County, NC, that
will create an estimated 300 jobs.

(cont’d)

CLEAN ENERGY JOB CREATION CONTINUES IN ALL REGIONS

Juwi Wind - Wind Development Office
Cleveland, OH

Walker Component Group - Denver Office & Main Whs
Denver, CO

EDP Renewables N.Amer, LLC - Horizon Wind Energy
Houston, TX

Siemens Wind Energy-Blade Manufacturing Facility
Fort Madison, IA

Siemens Wind Energy-Blade Manufacturing Facility
Hutchinson, KS

Siemens Energy
Orlando, FL

Siemens Energy - US Headquarters
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RANK* STATE JOBS ANNOUNCED IN QUARTER 3PROJECTS
ANNOUNCED

Q2
RANK

PROJECTS IN
OPERATION**

PROJECTS IN
PROGRESS**

PROJECTS
ANNOUNCED** TOTAL

* States have been ranked by the total number of jobs announced in media reports over the past 3 months.
** “In Operation” denotes that an energy project has gone live or a manufacturing facility is on line; “In Progress” is used for any project

in construction or any program that has been initiated; and “Announced” captures those projects in earlier stages of development.

• A photovoltaic solar research and development
operation in Saugerties, NY, that will create an
estimated 250 jobs.

• A 40 MW solar project in Santa Barbara, CA, that
will create an estimated 200 jobs.

Among states, California led the country with eight
announcements involving new and ongoing clean
energy projects that will create an estimated 1,480
jobs. NewYork and Oregon followed respectively.

Several states moved up dramatically in clean energy
jobs announcements in the quarter.

North Carolina jumped to No. 7 in the country in
clean energy jobs announced in the third quarter,
from No. 26 in the second quarter.

Washington state moved up from No. 27 to No. 4 in
the country, while Texas moved up from No. 15 to No.
6, according to announcements tracked by E2.

Company Spotlight: Power Panel

Power Panel is a combined photovoltaic/thermal solar system
manufacturer in Detroit, MI. First conceptualized in 2006 by
president Garth Schultz, the technology differs from that of many
other types of solar panels, in that the panel both generates
electricity from photovoltaic cells (PV), as well as collecting the sun’s
energy to produce hot water for showers and other uses. The
insulating material that enables this marriage between the two
technologies (PV and solar thermal) is used extensively in the
automotive industry, where Schultz began his career. One of the
many added benefits of this next generation technology is that the
water flowing through the panels cools the PV cells, thereby
increasing efficiencies by preventing the PV cells from getting too
hot. Power Panel employs local Detroiters, and recently completed a
commercial scale project with The Corner Brewery, supplying 140
panels to provide electricity and hot water for brewing at their
Ypsilanti, MI-based facility.

For more information on Power Panel, please visit
http://www.powerpanel.com



As in past quarters, clean energy job announcements
transcended party lines, occurring in both
Republican and Democratic congressional districts.

Of the 66 total announcements tracked by E2 in the
third quarter, 46 percent were in Republican
congressional districts, 48 percent were in
Democratic districts, and 6 percent spanned both
Republican and Democratic districts, indicating that
clean energy should not be a partisan issue.

CLEAN ENERGY JOBS CROSS PARTY LINES

TOTAL JOBS ANNOUNCED BY STATE IN THIRD QUARTER 2012



POWER GENERATION LEADS
Q3 JOB GROWTH
New and ongoing projects in solar, wind, and biogas
power generation accounted for the biggest number
of clean energy job announcements in the third quarter.

E2 tracked 40 job announcements involving new,
ongoing and completed power generation projects
in the third quarter that will create more than 6,000
jobs if they all come to fruition. Of the announce-
ments, 23 were in solar and 14 were in wind power
generation.

In the manufacturing sector, E2 tracked 14
announcements involving new and existing projects
in the third quarter that would create more than
1,600 jobs.

About one-third of the manufacturing announce-
ments tracked involved advanced vehicles. Other
announcements included solar, energy storage and
energy efficiency projects.

Power Generation
Solar Power
Wind Power
Biomass Power
Biogas Power
Geothermal Power
Other*
Manufacturing
Advanced Vehicles**
Solar
Wind
Energy Storage
Energy Efficiency
Other***
Energy Efficiency
Public Transportation
Biofuels
Electric Vehicles
Smart Grid/Transmission
Other****

40
23
14
-
3
-
-
14
7
3
-
2
2
-
5
3
3
1
-
-

1,007
537
470
-
-
-
-
25
-
25
-
-
-
-
-
-

634
20
-
-

3,353
1,804
1,549
-
-
-
-

233
230
-
-
-
3
-

775
300
-
-
-
-

1,715
1,010
335
-
370
-
-

1,354
266
550
-
130
408
-

867
225
311
-
-
-

6,075
3,351
2,354
-
370
-
-

1,612
496
575
-
130
411
-

1,642
525
945
20
-
-

SECTOR PROJECTS ANNOUNCED JOBS ANNOUNCED IN QUARTER 3
PROJECTS IN
OPERATION

PROJECTS IN
PROGRESS

PROJECTS
ANNOUNCED TOTAL

* Other generation includes ocean thermal and ocean wave and tidal power generation projects
** Advanced Vehicles includes electric and hybrid vehicle manufacturing and vehicle fuel efficiency manufacturing projects
*** Other manufacturing includes public transportation and smart grid manufacturing projects
**** Other includes public investment programs for clean energy manufacturing and job training and placement
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The U.S. clean energy sector added more than
10,000 jobs in the third quarter of 2012. But that's a
relatively low number for an economy the size of the
United States, and one that is trending downward
from earlier strong performance.

One of the primary causes of this decline is the
partisanship in Congress that has prevented action
on issues such as extension of the PTC. Wind energy
provides a clear example of how uncertainty in
Washington presents an obstacle to development
and deployment of clean energy. The longer such
uncertainty and gridlock prevail, the greater the
risks to growth in the clean energy sector.

CONCLUSION Company Spotlight: quasar energy group

Quasar energy group is a Cleveland-based biomass-to-energy
company that designs, builds, owns and operates anaerobic
digestion facilities. Founded in 2006, the company recycles
biomass (organic waste including food waste, fats, oils and
grease, municipal waste and wastewater, crop residuals, bio-
based oils) to produce electricity and natural gas, as well as
vehicle fuel in the form of compressed natural gas (CNG).
Quasar recently partnered with real estate developer Forest City
Enterprises to build a 1.3MW digester on a former brownfield site
on the east side of Cleveland. The facility processes 42,600 wet
tons of organic waste each year, accepting truckloads of biomass
from regional businesses that would otherwise go to the landfill.
The electricity generated is sold to Cleveland Public Power; the
facility will provide a public CNG fueling station for fleets and
small natural gas vehicles. In the last six years, the company has
grown to approximately 60 employees and has completed eight
installations in Ohio and Massachusetts, with dozens more
projects in the business pipeline throughout the Eastern U.S.

For more information on quasar energy group, please visit
http://www.quasarenergygroup.com


